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Philosophy A Beginner S Guide
Philosophy, the “love of wisdom”, is the product of our endless fascination and curiosity about
the world – the child of wonder. Through it, we seek to answer the most fundamental of
questions: How do we know what we know? Does God exist? What is beauty? How should we
live our lives? What am I? In this exhilarating tour, Peter Cave navigates all the main topics of
philosophy with verve and clarity. Using witty and whimsical examples, including stoical sofas
and Reg, the “regular” human, who just happens to carry his brain in a rucksack, Cave
provides a welcome antidote to the dry textbook while covering everything from political
philosophy to points of logic. Interspersed with helpful textboxes and underlining the enduring
relevance of philosophy to us all, there is no better introduction for the aspiring sage.
This book introduces readers to the many arguments and controversies concerning abortion.
While it argues for ethical and legal positions on the issues, it focuses on how to think about
the issues, not just what to think about them. It is an ideal resource to improve your
understanding of what people think, why they think that and whether their (and your)
arguments are good or bad, and why. It's ideal for classroom use, discussion groups,
organizational learning, and personal reading. From the Preface To many people, abortion is
an issue for which discussions and debates are frustrating and fruitless: it seems like no
progress will ever be made towards any understanding, much less resolution or even
compromise. Judgments like these, however, are premature because some basic techniques
from critical thinking, such as carefully defining words and testing definitions, stating the full
structure of arguments so each step of the reasoning can be examined, and comparing the
strengths and weaknesses of different explanations can help us make progress towards these
goals. When emotions run high, we sometimes need to step back and use a passion for calm,
cool, critical thinking. This helps us better understand the positions and arguments of people
who see things differently from us, as well as our own positions and arguments. And we can
use critical thinking skills help to try to figure out which positions are best, in terms of being
supported by good arguments: after all, we might have much to learn from other people,
sometimes that our own views should change, for the better. Here we use basic critical thinking
skills to argue that abortion is typically not morally wrong. We begin with less morallycontroversial claims: adults, children and babies are wrong to kill and wrong to kill,
fundamentally, because they, we, are conscious, aware and have feelings. We argue that
since early fetuses entirely lack these characteristics, they are not inherently wrong to kill and
so most abortions are not morally wrong, since most abortions are done early in pregnancy,
before consciousness and feeling develop in the fetus. Furthermore, since the right to life is not
the right to someone else’s body, fetuses might not have the right to the pregnant woman’s
body—which she has the right to—and so she has the right to not allow the fetus use of her
body. This further justifies abortion, at least until technology allows for the removal of fetuses to
other wombs. Since morally permissible actions should be legal, abortions should be legal: it is
an injustice to criminalize actions that are not wrong. In the course of arguing for these claims,
we: 1. discuss how to best define abortion; 2. dismiss many common “question-begging”
arguments that merely assume their conclusions, instead of giving genuine reasons for them;
3. refute some often-heard “everyday arguments” about abortion, on all sides; 4. explain why
the most influential philosophical arguments against abortion are unsuccessful; 5. provide
some positive arguments that at least early abortions are not wrong; 6. briefly discuss the
ethics and legality of later abortions, and more. This essay is not a “how to win an argument”
piece or a tract or any kind of apologetics. It is not designed to help anyone “win” debates:
everybody “wins” on this issue when we calmly and respectfully engage arguments with care,
charity, honesty and humility. This book is merely a reasoned, systematic introduction to the
issues that we hope models these skills and virtues. Its discussion should not be taken as
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absolute “proof” of anything: much more needs to be understood and carefully
discussed—always.
Philosophy Park is a beginner's guide to philosophy, which introduces young readers to the
ideas of some of the world's most famous philosophers, both ancient and modern. The book
includes notes on each philosopher and a story based on what they had to say about a key
philosophical issue or problem. Yet, Philosophy Park doesn't just set out their ideas. It engages
the reader in the thought of the philosophers, and it makes ideas - often regarded as difficult
for adults - come alive for children. While there are many popular books on philosophy for
adults and a handful for children, Philosophy Park - presented in a story book format - is the
first to directly explore the thought of famous philosophers for the 10-12 age group.
[Philosophy Park is also available as an accompanying teacher resource book (ISBN 978 1
74286 192 0) that provides educators with a practical guide for using the book in the
classroom, as well as carefully constructed topic questions, activities, and exercises with which
to extend student thinking and discussion. The resource book will be particularly welcomed by
teachers who are beginning to grapple with the renewed emphasis being placed on critical and
creative thinking in curriculum.]
Why does philosophy give some people a headache, others a real buzz, and yet others a
feeling that it is subversive and dangerous? Why do a lot of people think philosophy is totally
irrelevant? What is philosophy anyway? The ABCs of philosophy - easy to understand but
never simplistic. Beginning with basic questions posed by the ancient Greeks - What is the
world made of? What is a man? What is knowledge? What is good and evil? - Philosophy For
Beginners traces the development of these questions as the key to understanding how
Western philosophy developed over the last 2,500 years.
Explaining what art is and what’s not art. What is art? Why do we find some things beautiful
but not others? Is it wrong to share MP3s? These are just some of the questions explored by
aesthetics, the philosophy of art. In this sweeping introduction, Charles Taliaferro skilfully
guides us through different theories of art and beauty, tackling issues such as who owns art
and what happens when art and morality collide. From Plato on poetry to Ringo Starr on the
drums, this is a perfect introductory text for anyone interested in the fascinating questions art
can raise.
Charting the life and thought of this hugely influential medieval thinker. One of the most
influential philosophers and theologians in the history of Western thought, St Thomas Aquinas
established the foundations for much of modern philosophy of religion, and is infamous for his
arguments for the existence of God. In this cogent and multifaceted introduction to the great
Saint's work, Edward Feser argues that you cannot fully understand Aquinas' philosophy
without his theology and vice-versa. Covering his thoughts on the soul, natural law,
metaphysics, and the interaction of faith and reason, this will prove a indispensible resource for
students, experts or the general reader.
Philosophers have always enjoyed asking awkward and provocative questions, such as: What
is the nature of reality? What are human beings really like? What is special about the human
mind and consciousness? Are we free to choose who we are and what we do? Can we prove
that God exists? Can we be certain about anything at all? What is truth? Does language
provide us with a true picture of the world? How should we behave towards each other? Do
computers think? "Introducing Philosophy" is a comprehensive graphic guide to the thinking of
all the significant philosophers of the Western world from Heraclitus to Derrida. It examines
and explains their key arguments and ideas without being obscure or solemn. Lively and
accessible, it is the perfect introduction to philosophers and philosophical ideas for anyone
coming to the subject for the first time.

What existed before the Universe was created? Where does self-worth come from? Do
the ends always justify the means? The Philosophy Book answers the most profound
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questions we all have. It is your visual guide to the fundamental nature of existence,
society, and how we think. Discover what it means to be free, whether science can
predict the future, or how language shapes our thoughts. Learn about the world's
greatest philosophers, from Plato and Confucius to modern thinkers such as Chomsky
and Derrida and follow charts and timelines that graphically show the progression of
ideas and logic. Written in plain English, with concise explanations of branches of
philosophy such as metaphysics and ethics, it untangles complicated theories and
makes sense of abstract concepts. It is an ideal reference whether you're a student or a
general reader, with simple explanations of big ideas, including the four noble truths,
the soul, class struggle, moral purpose, and good and evil. If you're curious about the
deeper questions in life, The Philosophy Book is both an invaluable reference and
illuminating read.
How can politicians across the political spectrum appeal to the same values? This
edition answers this questions, using examples to equip readers to think for themselves
about the ideas that shape political life. Bringing It provides tools to cut through the
complexities of modern politics, aiming to make a contribution to the democratic
process.
So the world didn’t end on 10 September 2008: but maybe it got you thinking… The
world didn’t end on 10 September 2008, but the possibility may have got you thinking:
was it worth the risk? What is the point of science actually? Geoffrey Gorham considers
these questions and explores the social and ethical implications of science by linking
them to issues facing scientists today: human extinction, extraterrestrial intelligence,
space colonization, and more.
Sit back, relax, meditate and enjoy the ride. Yes, stoicism is a Philosophy. Better yet?
One that can be easily be applied and can change your life forever. Today only, get this
Amazon bestseller for a special price. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or
Kindle device. This book contains a detailed explanation of the Philosophy of Stoicism
in an understandable and relatable manner. It will actively attempt to describe stoicism
in such real life situations that the application of its ideologies will seem very
achievable. This is because Stoicism is very easy in application. Know that first,
understand it, accept it. Reading this book will set you well on your way to
understanding Stoicism. For maximum enjoyment and complete understanding of this
book, please remember to read with an open mind. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll
Learn... Stoicism, It's a Philosophy? Meditate, Learn To Accept Anger vs. NonReactivity Space and The Practice of Poverty Tranquillity And basically everything you
need to have a full understanding of Stoicism. Download your copy today! Take action
today and download this book now at a special price!
Learn About The History & Philosophy Of Stoicism - & How To Apply Its Principles To
Your Everyday Life The ancient Philosophy of Stoicism is currently experiencing
somewhat of a revival in 21st century popular culture, mainly because of its rational and
logical approach to the challenges of our time. There has been a proliferation of Stoic
references in modern movies and fiction; further increasing its popularity amongst a
younger section of society, which would normally not be interested in an apparently
pure academic pursuit such as the study of Philosophy. This book will provide you, the
prospective student of Stoic Philosophy, with a broader understanding of the people
and forces which combined to create one of the most enduring and influential
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Philosophies of all time. Furthermore, we'll explore how you can apply Stoic principles
to your everyday life - and how this will help you develop your character, stay calm in
the face of adversity and achieve greater success in your life. During The Course Of
This Book You Will Learn About: The Origins of Stoicism Zeno of Citium and the First
School of Stoicism Zeneca the Younger Epictetus and the Discourses The Meditations
of Marcus Aurelius Stoicism's Influence On Roman Life and Thought Stoic Philosophy
Today Applying Stoic Principles to Your Everyday Life And more! Begin Your Journey
To Stoic Mastery!
How do you know what you know? Epistemology is the philosophical study of
knowledge. Without knowledge, scientific enquiry is meaningless and we can’t begin to
analyse the world around us. What is knowledge? How do you know you are not
dreaming? Should we trust our senses? Presuming no prior experience of philosophy,
this book covers everything in the topic from scepticism and possible worlds to Kant’s
transcendentalism. Clear and readable, Epistemology: A Beginner’s Guide is essential
reading for students and aspiring thinkers.
In this lively and entertaining introduction to the philosophy of mind, Edward Feser
explores the questions central to the discipline; such as 'do computers think', and 'what
is consciousness'; and gives an account of all the most important and significant
attempts that have been made to answer them.
Philosophers didn’t always busy themselves with life’s big questions. The earliest ancient
philosophers were primarily concerned with the world of nature, including phenomena such as
earthquakes and eclipses. But one enigmatic Greek named Socrates began to explore abstract
ideas about human existence. What makes us happy? What is the nature of the soul? And
what is our purpose in this universe? Professor William Prior elegantly guides readers through
philosophy’s formative years and key ancient texts. Organised into four themes - nature,
reality, the soul and ethics - Ancient Philosophy: A Beginner’s Guide is a lively introduction to
the great thinkers who still send our minds reeling today.
Should we aim to maximize happiness? Are there characteristics that we should foster within
ourselves? Why is it important to act morally? From the ancient Greeks to Sartre, from
utilitarianism to the categorical imperative, Ethics: A Beginner’s Guide presents this vital topic
of philosophy via its most influential thinkers and theories. With characteristic wit, philosopher
Peter Cave steers us around well known and not-so-well known ethical traps – in the private
sphere, in community life, and in relation to God and religion. As well as a guide to ongoing
theoretical debates, Cave shows how the discipline helps us to confront topical controversies
including those of the environment, abortion, and animal welfare. For anyone who questions
how we ought to live, there is no better introduction to ethics and how it relates to twenty-firstcentury society.
A comprehensive examination of the struggle to reconcile philosophy and Islam. From the
introduction of Greek Philosophy into the Muslim world in the eighth century, right through to
modern times, Majid Fakhry charts the evolution and interaction of philosophy, theology, and
mysticism in the Islamic context. Highlighting key individuals, movements, concepts and
writings, Fakhry also explores the conflicts and controversies between anti- and prophilosophical parties that have characterised the development of Islamic thought. The book
also features coverage of: the translation of ancient texts and their transmission to the Muslim
world; the development of a systematic philosophy in Islam; theology, mysticism and the
development of Sufism; Islam's interaction with western philosophy and theology;
contemporary trends.
Contains 15 units on philosophy, ideology and theology. The book touches on topics such as:
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existentialism, psychology, politics and the existence of God. It draws on the ideas and writings
of a range of thinkers, philosophers and theologians, including: Aquinas, Freud, Descartes,
Locke and Hume.
A collection of essays by fifteen philosophers presenting a thoughtful, introductory guide to
choosing a philosophy for living an examined and meaningful life. A VINTAGE ORIGINAL
Socrates famously said "the unexamined life is not worth living," but what does it mean to truly
live philosophically? This thought-provoking, wide-ranging collection brings together essays by
fifteen leading philosophers reflecting on what it means to live according to a philosophy of life.
From Eastern philosophies (Daoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism) and classical Western
philosophies (such as Aristotelianism and Stoicism), to the four major religions, as well as
contemporary philosophies (such as existentialism and effective altruism), each contributor
offers a lively, personal account of how they find meaning in the practice of their chosen
philosophical tradition. Together, the pieces in How to Live a Good Life provide not only a
beginner's guide to choosing a life philosophy but also a timely portrait of what it means to live
an examined life in the twenty-first century.
From philosophy's founding fathers like Thales, Socrates or Plato to great minds of the postmodern era, including Sartre, Ayer and Feyerabend, this concise new guide presents 100 of
the world's most influential thinkers. Arranged from the ancient world to the present day, each
philosopher's key ideas, notable works and pronouncements are encapsulated in a series of
succinct biographies, accompanied by illustrations, at-a-glance fact panels and thoughtprovoking quotations.
This book guides readers through ten classic works of Asian philosophy. Several major
schools of Eastern thought are discussed, including Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism,
Daoism/Taoism, and Chan/Zen. The author connects the ideas of these schools to those of
Western philosophy, thereby making the material accessible to people who are unfamiliar with
the cultures and intellectual traditions of Asia. A wide range of important topics are addressed:
reality, time, self, knowledge, ethics, human nature, enlightenment, and death.
Philosophy is a way of thinking about just about anything. It asks big questions, such as "how
can I be good?" or "what makes something beautiful?" Using lively examples, humorous
illustrations and simple thought experiments, this book opens up the world of philosophy to
children and adults with enquiring minds.
From Confucianism to Kant’s categorical imperative, from the Ancient Greeks to Amnesty
International, This essential volume presents ethics through a fascinating global historical lens
and relates it to everyday life and 21st-century politics. Peter Cave traces the development of
this key branch of philosophy up to the present day, introducing readers to all the main schools
of thought. With his characteristic wit and clarity, Cave takes on good and evil, power and
politics, and liberalism and relativism, and handily guides us around some of the most common
potholes in ethical reasoning. Applying theory to contemporary concepts like corporate social
responsibility and bioethical issues such as so-called designer babies, this is an indispensable
primer on the subject.
Why do good things happen to bad people? Can we prove whether God exists? What is the
difference between right and wrong? Medieval Philosophers were centrally concerned with
such questions: questions which are as relevant today as a thousand years ago when the likes
of Anselm and Aquinas sought to resolve them. In this fast-paced, enlightening guide, Sharon
M. Kaye takes us on a whistle-stop tour of medieval philosophy, revealing the debt it owes to
Aristotle and Plato, and showing how medieval thought is still inspiring philosophers and
thinkers today. With new translations of numerous key extracts, Kaye directly introduces the
reader to the philosophers’ writings and the criticisms levied against them. Including helpful
textboxes throughout the book detailing key thinkers, this is an entertaining and
comprehensive primer for students and general readers alike.
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Politicians invoke grand ideas: social justice, democracy, liberty, equality, community. But what
do these ideas really mean? How can politicians across the political spectrum appeal to the
same values? This new edition of Adam Swift's highly readable introduction to political
philosophy answers these important questions, and includes new material on global justice,
feminism, and method in political theory, as well as updated guides to further reading. This
lively and accessible book is ideal for students, but it also brings the insights of the world's
leading political philosophers to a wide general audience. Using plenty of examples, it equips
readers to think for themselves about the ideas that shape political life. Democracy works best
when both politicians and voters move beyond rhetoric to think clearly and carefully about the
political principles that should govern their society. But clear thinking is difficult in an age when
established orthodoxies have fallen by the wayside. Bringing political philosophy out of the
ivory tower and within the reach of all, this book provides us with tools to cut through the
complexities of modern politics. In so doing, it makes a valuable contribution to the democratic
process and this new edition will continue to be essential reading for students of political
philosophy and theory.
Before Socrates, philosophers sought explanations for naturally-occurring phenomena from
earthquakes and eclipses to the existence of the entire cosmos. But the Socratic era saw a
great shift towards questions much closer to the human experience. Philosophers became
concerned with life and how to live it, the nature of knowledge and reality, the soul and its
relation to the body, and the place of human beings in the universe. Ancient philosophy expert,
William J. Prior elegantly guides readers through philosophy's formative years, from the preSocratic to the Stoic and Epicurean schools. Combining a general discussion of movements
with analysis of key passages from ancient texts, it is an enthralling insight into the evolution of
philosophy and how the great thinkers of centuries gone by can still send our minds reeling
today. For students and interested readers alike, this is the ideal introduction, opening the door
to the philosophy's classic works and fascinating in its own right.
Philosophy: a Beginner's Guide is unique in its approach to introducing philosophy. Its succinct
and self-contained chapters make this jargon-free text accessible to people who have had little
or no previous contact with philosophy.
A lively introduction to this celebrated philosophical tradition. Using classic films, novels, and
plays, Thomas E. Wartenberg explores the central ideas of Existentialism including freedom,
authenticity, anxiety, and the Absurd. As well as discussing the ideas of such legendary
thinkers as Nietzsche, Camus, and Sartre, Wartenberg shows how Simone de Beauvoir and
Franz Fanon use the theories of Existentialism to address gender and colonial oppression.
This lively introduction reveals a vibrant mode of philosophical inquiry that pervades modern
culture and addresses concerns at the heart of every human being.
A primer on western philosophy by the late French philosopher and University of Nice
professor covers a wide range of thinkers and topics from Plato and Aristotle to the existence
of God and the question of freedom.
A modern take on this age-old branch of philosophy A much-needed introductory level book on
this widely studied subject. Isaac Asimov said that "whatever the tortures of hell, I think the
boredom of heaven would be even worse." Such quandaries are the bread and butter of
philosophy of religion. Questioning why evil exists, whether God could create a stone he
couldn’t lift, and if the wonder of life suggests a Creator, this fascinating branch of philosophy
is concerned with arguments for and against religion, and what form an immortal god (or gods)
would take if in existence. Assuming no prior knowledge of philosophy from the reader,
Taliaferro provides a clear exploration of the discipline, introducing a wide range of
philosophers and covering the topics of morality and religion, evil, the afterlife, prayer, and
miracles. Also containing sections dedicated to Hinduism, Buddhism and the Eastern religions,
this helpful primer is perfect for students or the general reader.
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Philosophy is thinking critically about questions that matter. But many people find philosophy
intimidating, so they never discover how it can help them engage ideas, culture, and even their
faith. In this second edition of a classic text, Garrett DeWeese and J. P. Moreland use
straightforward language with plenty of everyday examples to help to make philosophy a little
less difficult.
Designed specifically for students with no background knowledge in the subject, this
accessible introduction covers all of the basic concepts and major theories in the philosophy of
mind. Topics discussed include dualism, behaviorism, the identity theory, functionalism, the
computational theory of mind, connectionism, physicalism, mental causation, and
consciousness. The text is enhanced by chapter summaries, a glossary, suggestions for
further reading, and self-assessment questions.
Politicians invoke grand ideas: social justice, democracy, community, liberty, equality. But what
do these ideas really mean? How can politicians across the political spectrum appeal to the
same values? This fourth edition of Adam Swift's highly readable introduction to political
philosophy answers these important questions, and includes new material on issues such as
nationalism, immigration and multiculturalism, as well as updated guides to further reading.
This lively and accessible book is ideal for students, but it also brings the insights of the world's
leading political philosophers to a wide general audience. Using plenty of examples, it equips
readers to think for themselves about the ideas that shape political life. Democracy works best
when both politicians and voters move beyond rhetoric to think clearly and carefully about the
values and principles that should govern their society. But clear thinking is difficult in an age
when established orthodoxies have fallen by the wayside and political debate is becoming
increasingly tribal and raucous. Bringing political philosophy out of the ivory tower and within
the reach of all, this book provides us with tools to cut through the complexities and penetrate
the smokescreens of modern politics. In so doing, it makes a valuable contribution to the
democratic process and this new edition will continue to be essential reading for students of
political philosophy and theory.
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